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using Design Thinking





































































Outsourcing Of Technical Jobs
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What influences retention? 
• Cyber culture is different and should be treated differently
• Military culture has unique impacts
• Industry pulls talent
• Job conditions limit job satisfaction
• Workforce skills need improvement
• Rewards should be tailored
• HR practices impede retention
Cyber Culture is different
• Sees itself as cool
• Overlaps work and fun
• Is competitive, collaborative, and social 
• Expects empowerment
• Self-worth
• Sense of mission and purpose
• Involved in development of process
• Expects to have many jobs
• Typically experience desire to move on to something new within 2-4 years
• Best people will branch out, leave
Military culture has mixed impact
• Coming from a family with military background increases attraction
• Military values discipline, integrity, loyalty, credibility, and pride
• Military allows a way to legally conduct offensive operations
• Military requirements are more burdensome for this group
• Physical training
• Drug testing
• Military can’t always select who they want
• Must make do with what is given 
• Cannot fire poor performers
Industry pulls talent
• Better money
• Silicon Valley is currently a “gold rush”
• Better opportunities
• Faster pace of change
• Higher standards and prerequisites
• Industry is seeding relationships with women 
• Shared (product) mission




• Limited access to information




• Caste system 
• Operators at the top, support at the bottom, Offense valued, defense belittled
• Marines value personnel with time in the ‘operating forces’ 
• Civilians are not well integrated
Workforce Skills Need Improvement
Cyber worker skills
• Cyber requires specializing
• Cyber employees often don’t have the skills needed






• Caring and understanding







• Flexible work structures
• Autonomy
• Options in locality
• Education
 Career growth
HR Practices impede retention
Poor recruiting and hiring of skilled or potential Cyber
Policy misalignments
• Extended duty assignments (out of the ‘operating forces’) are not valued in promotions
• Certifications and some policies encourage employees to leave
• Contractor and active pay scales do not align
• Two-year rotations are limiting
•  Innovation is not encouraged or rewarded
Practices do not support career growth
• There are a few guidelines for how to progress in your career
• There is no adaptation to shorter military careers and  shorter IT job lengths













































4. Risks and Unknowns?
What is the real nature of the problem?
What is the cyber manning strategy?
What is the current career flow?
 Do we understand the real nature  
of  the problem?
• Details on retention challenges
• The reasons cyber employees leave
• The demographics for retention
• Current status of cyber retention
• Effectiveness of current STEM programs
What  exactly is the cyber manning strategy?
• Strategic goals for manning
• Clear definition of cyber roles
• Budget constraints
• Management practices
• High-value cyber employees
 How is career flow handled now?
• Certification process—industry vs. military
• Specific job requirements
• The role of STEM in leadership skill set
• Transparency of how assignments are made
• Current practices in utilizing active reserve
• Acceptable ROI for training a cyber warrior
5. Desired Outcomes
Leading Indicators 
• Larger pool of skilled cyber professionals
• Increased commitment




• Increased retention 
• Increased technological sophistication
• Increased efficiency
• Higher quality products




• Focus on increasing the pool of recruits
• Be transparent in setting expectations
• Hire for “good fit”
• Support progression of skills
• Adapt to changing demographics
• Use flexible incentives
• Support movement in and out of military
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Everyone’s a Cyber Warrior  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Support Career Change 
Pathways in and out
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Align Jobs with Mission
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